Floorplan gallery Mirta Demare
Exhibition Do It With Us
29 May - 25 June 2016
With Aloardi (Gabriel Castillo
Aguero, Chrs Galarreta), Filmwerkplaats (Nan Wang, Yoana Buzova,
Judith van der Made, Juul van der
Laan, Bart Koppe, Coen Janssen,
Patrícia Chaves) and misprint-it
(Patrícia Pinheiro de Sousa).
Exhibition poster by Gisella Lopez
Ginocchio and Gabriel Castillo.
Curated by Janneke van der Putten.

1. ‘Subtext’, Filmwerkplaats (Patrícia
Chaves) 16 mm film, film loop, 20’’
Performance shot on B&W 16 mm film. This
piece is part of an investigation series centered
on the idea of repeated actions.

4. ‘binary loop’, Filmwerkplaats (Bart Koppe)
16 mm film, film loop, 6” Non important
message formed by chance and then
encrypted into binary code: the base language
of all digital existence.

2. ‘Relativity’, Filmwerkplaats (Juul van der
Laan) 16 mm film, slides, film loop, 1’36”
Street scenes in Rotterdam Zuid juxtaposed
with subtitles from different sources
constantly creating new narratives in a loop.
Possibly interactive.

5. ‘room 412’, Filmwerkplaats (Yoana
Buzova) 16 mm film, film loop November
2015, after an accident, Yoana spent some
weeks with a brain injury in China. Every day
exactly the same as the other. This installation
is a physical manifestation of this day, this loop.
The words, written at the hospital, loop
endlessly and allow the viewer to enter that day
at any point as it flows within the room.

3. ‘Filmmm’, Filmwerkplaats (Coen Janssen)
16 mm film, film loop The letters of the word:
“film” written on transparant celluloid. When
projected it gives an abstract image of the
handwriting as an (un)intentional gesture
combined with a found footage title, in mirror
image.

6. ‘Rudi VS Lewis’, Filmwerkplaats (Judith
van der Made) 16 mm found footage, film
loop What if two worlds collide.....an
investigation into randomness...

7. ‘Everyone a Double-Sided Sheet (a
collective action book)’, misprint-it
(Patrícia Pinheiro de Sousa) artist books,
paper, table During the opening everyone is
invited to produce a book by intervening on a
single sheet of paper. All the contributions will
result in a handbound book, produced during
the exhibition hours and presented at the
finnissage.
8. ‘Squatted Eyes’, Aloardi (Gabriel Castillo,
Chrs Galarreta, with Janneke van der
Putten) videos, framed CDrs with cover,
mask, broken CDr, mirrors, plastic, paper,
pillows, poster, diaslide, yarns, LED lights.
20’01’’ No description.

Exhibition Do It With Us presents
a programme with three artistinitiatives that share their creative
processes in a group or a collective.
Aloardi, Filmwerkplaats and
misprint-it are examples of platforms
that exchange knowledge and ideas
by reating alternative learning situations or environments. Through their
practices, they contribute to a vital
cultural field of artistic experiments
and actions such as film, publications, sounds, and workshops.

Looking at the world through an
attitude that confronts daily life reality, more than the arts, and using
error and failure as a starting point,
they play with the status quo that is
inspired by their collective spirit. The
members and partners of Aloardi,
Filmwerkplaats and misprint-it deal
with a sense of community in a
society that has all the inspiration
needed to vitalize that what is
already there.

Opening exhibition The opening
started with a talk by Janneke van
der Putten and a representant of
each participating initiative (Patrícia
Pinheiro de Sousa, Chrs Galarreta
and Yoana Buzova). It was followed
by a public event with audience participation ‘Everyone a Double-Sided
Sheet (a collective action book)’ by
misprint-it.

Inspired by the vitality of encounters
and interactions, Aloardi, Filmwerkplaats and misprint-it develop their
own tools and methods, contributing to a repertoire of artistic forms
brought back into the cultural field.
Their performative projects, for
instance, often deal with (mis)used
analogue and digital technologies.
An example of this is reusing trash,
hacking the functionality of devices,
generating feedback or intervening
on found footage.

Event ‘Everyone a Double-Sided
Sheet (a collective action book)’
by misprint-it “misprint-it invites the
audience to produce a ‘common
book’, to which each person visiting
the exhibition can contribute with one
sheet (four pages). The interventions
can be very simple, or very elaborate. Think for instance of a nine year
old who really wants to take time to
fill up her/his page, or for instance,
a thirty-one who doesn’t feel like
participating but still decides to contribute with a blank page. Everything
is possible. This ‘artist book’ is open
to everyone, to every schedule, but
still, it will be exclusive to the time
frame of the exhibition. All the pages
will be presented in the exhibition as
well the process of binding this book
together, during during the following
week. The book should be ready
half-way the exhibition and available
for the finissage, where everyone will
be invited to see it / read it.”

4. ‘binary loop’, Filmwerkplaats
(Bart Koppe) 16 mm film, film
loop, 6”

7. ‘Everyone a Double-Sided
Sheet (a collective action book)’,
misprint-it (Patrícia Pinheiro de
Sousa) artist books, paper, table

misprint-it is a Rotterdam-based
platform meant to promote several
gatherings around artists’ books,
self-publishing, performance and sound.
Since 2012 that misprint-it has been
organising workshops on artists’ books
and sound. The main idea behind these
workshops was and still is, to encourage participants to develop their own
concepts departing from the most varied
and unconventional source materials.
Besides its educational programme,
misprint-it started in 2015 editing and
publishing its own books whose subject
revolves around performance, sound
and language and where the (hand)production of the books in itself, is a central
element. Contact: info@misprint-it.org

Workshop ‘Artist’s books’ by
misprint-it Participants were invited
to produce one artists’ book, combining different materials, formats
and simple bookbinding techniques.
The session started with a short
presentation on artists’ books during
which it was possible to get to know
more about artists’ books and look
through a few couple of examples.
Inspired on the work developed by
the Filmwerkplaats and Colectivo
Aloardi, misprint-it brought along a
selection of self-published tapes and
vinyls and artists’ books that somehow related to sound and/or film.
This could be used as an inspiration
to produce a book whose concept or
format may deal with the crossing of
these three fields.
5. ‘room 412’, Filmwerkplaats
(Yoana Buzova) 16 mm film, loop

7. ‘Everyone a Double-Sided
Sheet (a collective action book)’,
misprint-it (Patrícia Pinheiro de
Sousa) artist books, paper, table

Workshop ‘Graffiti text-film’ by
Filmwerkplaats This workshop aims
to reveal the basic structure of
analogue black and white film, using
chemical processes to expose film
materials and create direct pattern
and text animatio on 16 mm film.
Filmwerkplaats is an artist run workspace dedicated to motion picture film
as an artistic, expressive medium. It’s
geared towards filmmakers, artists and
art school students interested in film not
purely as a storage medium for their
ideas, visuals and soundtrack, but as a
material that actively shapes and distorts
these thoughts, images and sounds.
Contact: filmwerkplaats@worm.org

3. ‘Filmmm’, Filmwerkplaats
(Coen Janssen) 16 mm film, film
loop

6.‘Rudi VS Lewis’, Filmwerkplaats
(Judith van der Made) 16 mm
found footage, film loop
2. ‘Relativity’, Filmwerkplaats
(Juul van der Laan) 16 mm film,
slides, film loop, 1’36”

Workshop ‘Circuit bending with
greeting cards’ by Aloardi The workshop provides an introduction to
the study of art and its relationship
with electronic technology, a simple
sound generator will be developed,
using techniques such as circuit
bending at for example ‘musical
greeting cards’ (birthday, Christmas).
Objectives
> Join in the knowledge of artistic
expressions related to electronic
technology.
> Expand aesthetic sensitivity and
creative capacity electronic media.
> Develop group dynamics that
expand the understanding of the creative processes in terms of electronic
art and new media.
Programme
1> Demonstration of some devices created by hand for visual and
sound work in electronic art, using
fundamentals photosensitivity, hacking, circuit bending, among others,
promoting new artistic conception
of an electronic project with re-usable elements and application of the
DIY concept; group dynamics using
toyguns - circuit bending, drawdios,
electro-caleidoscopios and noise
masks.
2> Presentation and explanation of
“circuit bending” to develop during
the workshop.
> Introduction to logic electronics.
> Recognition of sensitive points,
change and alteration of components
and welded components.
> Arming the ‘circuit bending’
assembly and finishing.
> Performance testing and group
dynamics in space using our sound
generator built with a musical greeting card.
Aloardi started in 1998 as one of the
first labels and independent platforms in
South and Central America diffusing and
producing experimental music, audiovisual art, sound related interventions,
internet radio broadcasts and alternative
acoustic research. Based in Lima –
Peru, our headquarters serves as venue
for workshops, a residency programme,
and a mediatheque. Conrtact:
aloardi@gmail.com

Mirta Demare Arts is a gallery
established in 2002 in Rotterdam. The
program of the gallery is based on the
premise that exchange of ideas,
concepts and practices among artists
from different cultural backgrounds
enriches, stimulates and challenges the
context in which art is produced and presented. The gallery works with emerging and mid-career international artists
whose works show strong involvement
in current visual and cultural developments; they cut across disciplines and
make use of both traditional techniques
and the new media. The special focus of
the gallery are international artists based
in Rotterdam and artists based in or
coming from Latin America.

8. ‘Squatted Eyes’, Aloardi
(Gabriel Castillo, Chrs Galarreta,
with Janneke van der Putten)
videos, framed CDrs with cover,
mask, broken CDr, mirrors,
plastic, paper, pillows, poster,
diaslide, yarns, LED lights. 20’01’’
Review by Thomas Körtvélyessy
“Colectivo Aloardi, misprint-it, Filmwerkplaats and guests, curated by
Janneke van der Putten, have made
a beautiful installation of 16mm films
and objects at the gallery of Mirta
Demare, which transform the entire
house into magic… Very
recommended!”

Review by Mariëtte Groot (in Dutch)
“De finissage was een wonderlijk gebeuren voor iemand die dacht naar
een doorsnee finissage te komen.
De start bij Drukkerij De Boog was
al een belevenis apart, vooral omdat
daar normaliter nooit publieke events
plaatsvinden. Mij trof het verhaal van
de drukker zelf, waaruit bleek dat hij
met zijn bedrijf een soort autonome
zone heeft gecreëerd onder drie
bogen van de voormalige Hofpleinlijn. Vele treinen hebben boven zijn
hoofd heen en weer gereden! En
vele vastgoedeigenaren probeerden
vat te krijgen op zijn dossier, tevergeefs.

De Zonnewende-processie die
startte vanuit de drukkerij had een
exotisch en bizar karakter, door de
kostuums die de kunstenaars van
Aloardi droegen en hun electronische “lawaai-spiezen” die op licht
reageerden. Zij werden ondersteund
door de bezoekers die vele kleine
percussie-, snaar- en blaasinstrumenten mee hadden gebracht.

Finissage The finissage started at
Drukkerij de Boog, where misprint-it
presented the publication that grew
from the interaction with people at
the opening event and which was
developed during the exhibition. The
procession of Colectivo Aloardi guided us towards the gallery where the
exhibition was on – Filmwerkplaats
presented their 16 mm film ‘Graffiti
project’ on the windows of the gallery
and Aloardi their new multimedia
installation ‘Squatted Eyes’.

Het slot, bij de galerie van Mirta
Demare, was het magische sluitstuk
van deze avond. Haar hele pand
was door Aloardi en Filmwerkplaats
omgetoverd in een landschap van
filmprojecties op ongebruikelijke
plekken: op de ramen, in het trapgat
en in de keuken bijvoorbeeld.
Overal ratelende projectoren en
circulerende film-loops waar je je als
bezoeker behoedzaam tussendoor
mocht bewegen. En niks geen drank!
Gewoon film, licht, muziek. Zulke
finissages zouden er meer moeten
zijn.”

Review by Robert Hamelijnck
– FuckingGoodArt magazine
“Yesterday evening joined an
absolute great event and show in
R’dam Noord. First a book presentation by misprint-it at our printer de
Boog followed up by a street parade
by artist-collective Aloardi (from
Peru) to celebrate their traditional
beginning of summer. They were all
dressed up with masks and colourful
dresses…we all had to make sound/
music. The walk ended at gallery
Mirta Demare for the finissage of the
show “Do It With Us” with among
others artists who participated in the
Filmwerkplaats workshop. Around
twelve 16mm projections were
spread all over the gallery. SUPER!
I think this is the most exiting show I
have seen in a long time.”

1. ‘Subtext’, Filmwerkplaats
(Patrícia Chaves) 16 mm film, film
loop, 20’’

Exhibition ‘Do It With Us’ is supported
by Gemeente Rotterdam and CBK
Rotterdam (Centre for Visual Arts
Rotterdam). The Mondriaan Fund
supports the project by Filmwerkplaats.
Exhibition photos by Mihail Bakalov.
Photos workshops by Janneke van der
Putten. Photos finissage by Drukkerij de
Boog, Nan Wang and Bart Koppe.
This exhibition is part of the Aloardi
Exchange Programme 2016, a full
3-months project between April – June
2016 initiated and curated by Janneke
van der Putten. The programme invites
Peruvian artists Gabriel Castillo Aguero,
Chrs Galarreta and Hector Acuña to
share their work in the Netherlands. Our
partners are Mirta Demare Art, WORM,
Studio Klangendum, Kulter, SOTU
Festival, Vondelbunker, Gerrit Rietveld
Academy –TXT (textile) department,
Side Room, Charlois Speciaal, Aan het
Water, Erasmus+, myvillages, APTNV
ROMANIA, CBK Rotterdam (Centre for
the Arts Rotterdam), Municipality of
Rotterdam, Embassy of Peru in The
Hague, Drukkerij de Boog, and LOOS.

Aloardi Solstice Noise Procession
As part of the finissage of exhibition
“Do It With Us” Colectivo Aloardi
(Chrs Galarreta, Gabriel Castillo and
Janneke van der Putten) developed
an extraordinary performance in the
form of a procession. To celebrate
the solstice, they designed special
dresses to dance and walk around
the streets. As part of the dresses
they build some circuits that react to
the sun-light and they mixed these
sounds with Andean traditional
dance music, specially distorted for
this occasion. The audience joined
them with some sound instruments
that were brought to play during the
celebration.

7. ‘Everyone a Double-Sided
Sheet (a collective action book)’,
misprint-it (Patrícia Pinheiro de
Sousa) artist books, paper, table

Text by Elli Papalazarou

“Watching Aloardi’s street parade
surprisingly brought back memories
from my home country, Greece. The
artists wearing bizarre colourful
costumes with little bells hanging from
their light sensor sticks, reminded me of
some similar spirits/creatures appearing
on New Year’s Day or during Carnival in
north-western Greece, where I grew up.
In our case, local men dress up in fleece
coats with large bells hanging from their
waistbands. Their faces are unrecognisable and mostly covered by black
animal masks. These creatures had
been acting as protagonists in ancient
performances during Dionysian celebrations, but the roots of this pagan
tradition are much older. Their purpose
has always been to celebrate fertility
and bring luck to the local households,
by wielding phallic symbols of fertility. All
this while drinking and dancing demonically, with the sound of the bells chasing
the evil spirits away.
It has been very interesting to experience similar ritualistic processes in
Aloardi’s performance. Specifically, the
part where the artists were projecting
their “music wands” onto us was clearly
reminiscent of similar gestures performed by the Greek paraders.
I suspect that the common element
between the Greek and Peruvian traditions must be the celebration of life and
fertility. In this paganistic view, natural
forces like the sun, and the light it sends
off to earth, are an unmissable part of
the creative process. The similarities
between these traditional parades have
probably been already examined within
related disciplines, but I believe it would
be interesting to mix some of their elements into a single artistic performance
and examine the outcome.”

